How CHORUS works when publishing with Elsevier

Author submits their manuscript to the journal of their choice

Author identifies their source of funding

Article is accepted after peer review

Article is indexed and can be found via Crossref's TEXT and DATA MINING SERVICE

Article is also indexed and can be found via the CHORUS portal or funder's repository

Data is fed through to CHORUS dashboards where funders can monitor and track real-time compliance

The article is published on the publisher's platform

Publisher ensures access to the best available version meaning...

Other readers will see the full text of the accepted manuscript after an embargo expires

Readers of an open access article or researchers affiliated with a subscribing library, will see the final version of the article

Article is assigned with a unique ID and funding body ID

Publisher sends this information to Crossref as part of the metadata of the article.

The article can also be text mined via Crossref's TEXT and DATA MINING SERVICE

Article is permanently preserved via CLOCKSS, PORTICO and other 3rd party dark archives

The article is indexed and can be found by any existing search engine